15 Ton Strap Bender

The most portable solution

The Sawyer Value

- For weld coupon testing
- Comes standard with ASME \(\frac{3}{8}''\) die and plunger, optional sets available to meet code
- For field and shop applications
- Horizontal or vertical use
- Optional accessories: Electric or Pneumatic Pump
- 1 year warranty

**Foot Pump**
(for 273-15)

**Electric Pump**
(for 273-15)

**Model No.** | **Description** | **Est. Shipping Wgt.**
--- | --- | ---
273-15 | 15T Strap Bender w/Hand Pump | 125 lbs. 56.7 kg
273-15E | 15T Strap Bender w/Electric Pump | 150 lbs. 68.0 kg
273-15A | 15T Strap Bender w/Pneumatic Pump | 125 lbs. 68.0 kg
4FF-7ASME | API Die/Plunger Set | Call for weight
SPECIAL | ASME Die/Plunger Set | 
13R-15 | Carrying Case | 

**30 Seconds (or less!) Sales Statement:**

Sawyer Mfg.’s 15 Ton Strap Bender is the solution to guided bend testing in the field. Designed to be used vertically or horizontally. The strap bender is capable of performing face, root or side bend tests. With improved plating and powder coating for corrosion resistance, Sawyer weld testing equipment is hard to beat.
WELD TESTING

Parts Diagram

A. Power Team Pump
B. Hydraulic Hose Fitting (526-8M)
C. Plunger
D. Die

Die & Plunger Sets

- ASME ¼"
- ASME ⅜"
- ASME ½"
- API 1104

For Additional Resources:

- Contact Sawyer Mfg. Co for 15 Ton Strap Bender Manuals and Marketing Material
  - http://www.sawyermfg.com
- 15 Ton Strap Bender Video
  - http://www.youtube.com/user/SawyerMFG